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rnterdisciprinary center for creati.ve studies
This thesis researches the rationare of simulation
and gami-ng as it might apply to curriculum d.evelopment in
the researched-based creative studies courses presented at
the state university corlege at Buffalo. An attempt is
made to conelate and synthesize the tryo areas into suqgested cl_assroom exereises.

This synthesis was done through carefurly stud.yingr
the instructional- objectives as prepared in the Guide to
Creative Action (parnes et al , ]-g77) | sernantically inter_
preting the text for those objectives, creati.ng the appro_
priate gaming exercises and then indicating how each exerci-se meets those objecti-ves. Because of the methodical
approach taken in creating these games, it seems reasonabre

to hypothesize that the games would achieve these prescribed
instructional objectives. However, the task of testinq this
hypothesis remains for future experimental research beyond
the scope of this study.
The products of the thesis are fifteen instructional
gaminq units which correrate to the objectives.of
the fifteen

l_

1v

fundamentar sessions of the comprehensive
instructional

units for the creative studies curricurum. The
author
has developed several gaming devices which are
essential
to the games- Most of these playing materials are
readily
avairable. However, due to the diverse nature
of creative
studies, several devices had to be created in
order to meet
the speciarized objectives of the curricurum. The
author
provides suggestions for faciritators who rnight
use these

gaming exercises rvithin their instructionar
situation-
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTTON

The Creative Studies program at the State University

College at Buffalo has always used a variety of teaching
methods in the facilitation

of its

creative problem-solvinq

courses. ?he trend in the Creative Studies classroom

has

been to follow the sessions as prepared in the Guide to

Creative Action (Parnes et aI ,

) and to follo\n/ up with
supplementary exercises in the Creative Act,j-onbook (Noller
L977

et aI, L976). The sessions and the exercises have allowed
leeway for experimentation in translating these lessons into

other methodologiesi however for the most part, classroom
experiences in Creative Studies have been characterized by
a minimum of lecture and a maximum of experiential work which

is largely pencil and paper oriented.
The courses in Creative Studies as presented at the

State University College at guffalo have evolved over a pe-

riod of more than twenty-five years. The initial
r,ras

research

carried out by Meadow and Parnes (1959) at the State

University of

New

York at Buffalo.

The original progrram

in the form of a semester course. Parnes et al, (L977)

!,ras

suinmarize the outcomes:

The semester program resulted in significant
increments on two measures of quantity of idea_
production, and on three out of the five measures
of quality of the ideas produced"
fn general,
t*ese inereases in creative productivitv
rernained
evident
another
group,
of
students
who
were
-in one to four'years
tested from
after taking the
course. A significant increment
the california
Psychological rnventory Dominanceon
scare
also re_
sulted from the program.

After

many more years

of research and experimentation,

Parnes and Nol'er (1973) conducted a comprehensive
l0ngritu-

dinal investigation known as The creative studies project
which began in 1969 at the state university
college at Buffar-o.
A summary of the findings of that project is provided
by the
researchers (parnes et a1 , L977):

' ' " (1) The course students show significant
differences
over comparable controls in ability
to cope with real-lif e situational
.t,ests, in_
cluding not only the prod,uction of ideas, but
also their evaluation and development.
They show significant diff.r"rr.ul over {2)
compa_
rable controls in applying their creative
abilities in special tests given in Engrlish
courses. (3) They perform significantly better
than the comparable controls on the semantic
and behavioral half of J. p.
Structure-of-Intellect (S_O_I)Gui.lford,s
model, including
three of five of his mental operations__
cog_
nition, divergent production, and convergent
production; they show no significant accomplish_
ment over the controls in the symbolic
figural half of Guilford,s modeL, nor inandhis
memory or evaluation operations. (4)
course students report large gains in Most
their
own productive, creative behavior;
they rate

1

the program as quite helpful
courses and their everyday in their other college
year' there is a siqniiici"t lives. fn the second
cenrage of students who ,"porii-ncrease in the periarge gai.ns in
ability to cope with prourems-.rru
tively in discussions. (5) rest participate actheir significant yeaq._to_year result,s bear out
improvement over
comparabte conrrols. .lo,)
a;;;_;
students show a
growing tendency (not yet
attaining

statistical
significance) to become more productive
than
comparable contrors in their
,.or,.".a.mic
achieve_
ment in areas cailing for
creative
performance.
(7) The data show consistett
on personality measures by po"itive movement
pared with their controls, course students eomcant on any single scal_e. although not signifi_
one coping instrument,
as well as the stud.ents, ov,rn
qrr""tiorrnaire re_
sponses provided further
evidence
of sains' in personarity di*";;;;;".
"igrrif i".rrt (B)
As ro
the generalizability, it was
that, for
a Eroup comparable to our total
"oi"ruaua
sample of experimentals and controls who
started
program of creativ"-stuaies--and
ffi: ;":i;l::;
likely include a portion of
tt
body at
most colleges and universities__Irr"
"-=trraent
gaj.ns
in the
study relative to time spent
in courses would be
expected for those continuing
wi;h
.tir"_pio;;;_:
The program taught duringr
c10se1y parallels the curr'culum
taught in the current two_
year twelve-credit creative
studies undergraduate program
at
the State University College
at Buffalo.
The need to present these
research based creative
studies courses in different
ways has been recognized
in the
creative studies program. with
the incepti.on of the graduate
program in creative studies
there are readily avai.lable
tarents to expl0re various new
methods by which the creative

i
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studies program might be presented. A variety of methods
for expanding the flexibre program schedules and adapting
the course to alternative teaching situations are suggested
at the beginning of part rwb.,in the Guide to creative Action.
Even though the Creative Studies course materials are

well organized and have been proven to be valid for what they
are intended to do, there is a bit of resistance amongr some
instructors as well as students in accepting a few of
the lessons as they are presented in the text materiars. rn
a conversation between this researcher and the.senior author
new

of the text there was agreement that there is always mueh
room for i-rnprovement and,/or expansion of the course materials.
For these reasons, this researcher seeks to explore and. develope equivalent methodologies to those in current use in ihe

creative studies courses; it is hypothesized that the methodology of simulation and gaming will be adaptable for such
purposes.

This thesis researches the rationale of simulation
gaming as it might apply to curriculum deveropment in the

and

Creative Studies courses presented at the State Universitv

college at Buffalo. An attempt is made to correlate and
synthesize the two areas into suggested classroom exercises.
The games

created in this research are modified from existinq

instructionar or commercially-marketed

games where

feasi-ble.

The roethod for their fabrication
is presented in the chapter

on study procedures. rn all cases
they are constructed to
fit instructionar objectives. of creative
studies while
re_

maininq consistent with game theory.
The final product of
the research is a suggested lexi-con of glames

that could be

used in conjunction withr or supplemental
to, the current
curriculum of Creative Studies.
Because they are being designed

to be a transrati.on

of the instructional objectives, these games
are expected to
promote the proficiencies that
a eourse in creative
studies

herps to achieve- some of the proficiencies
which the game_
based methoclology is expected to
advance would incrude the
abilities to sense problems, define problems,
defer judgement,
break ahray from habit_bound thinking,
see new

relationships,

evaluate in fu'l

light of the conseguences of one,s actions,
implement ideas, observe carefully,
discover the facts, refine
strange ideas into useful ones, and
use a methodical approach
to problem solving (parnes et al Ig77,).
,
Hiqhlighting the
interdisciplinary nature of Creative Studies,
these abilities,
as noted in the text, are areas
an instructor of any subject
wish to emphasize by using the programmed
session-material.
The games developed through
this thesis ,nay rina sinilar appli_
may

cation.

CHAPTER

fI

STUDY PROCEDURSS

The games created for.,this thesis evorved from
the

hypothesis that simulation and gaming wourd be adaptabre

as

methods of instruction for creative studies.
A literature
search was conducted to find out if those methods
migrht be

successful for instruction and if there is any correration
between gaming and creativity.

The resur-ts of this search

appear in the chapter entitled, A Review of fnstructional
Gane Theory And its Relation to Creativity.

As a supplement to the literature

search and in order

to develop more of an appreciation of areas related
to more
traditionar gaming, the researcher informarry reviewed
several related sources, including: Arnold (Lg7z) caney (rg75)
,
Cardozo (1975), Fluegelman (Lg76) , Lewis and
Streitfeld

,

(1970)

Otto {1970), Pfeiff,er and Jones (Ig74J , Ruben and Budd (1925),
Sarson (L972) , and Williams (1970). The researcher
also
visited department stores featuring a comprehensive
serection

of

games and gaming

devlces,

The author also sought riterature on how
others de_

vised instructional games. Carter (1975)
suggests working

7

from a standard theme and incorporating
the desired objectives

into the format of the game. Chapman (1964)
descri.bes func_
tional operations in a game. Stadsklev (1969)
has developed
a system of game analysis which, because of
its comprehensive_

ness and forrnula structur€r 'rlay be used.
to partially const,ruct
a gane once the objectives are known. one guide
to simulation
and gaming formation, edited by Moriarty (Lg74),
is the u, s.
Government

publication, Si@.

This manual
describes aspects of theory, design, applications
and demon_
stration.
Having established a theoretical base,
the author

was

challengred with correlating and synthesizing
qame theory and

the creative studies curriculum into suggestec
cr-assroom
exercises that are based on the creative

studies instructional
objectives. rn translating the instructional
objectives into
the objectives of a game, it was important
that there be a
good match

of objectives since those instructional
0bjectives
had been shown to be successful in
the programming of creative
behavior. The Guide to Creative Action, which
eminated from

the Creative Studies research, spells out
the instructional

objectives in fifteen instructi-onar units.
The scope of this
thesis then was the development of fifteen
instructional

gaming units which correlate with the objectives of the

fifteen fundamental sessions of the comprehensive instruct,ional units.
This synthesis was donp through carefully studying
the instructional objectives, semantically interpreting the
text for those objectives, creating the appropriate

gaming

exercise and then explaining ho$t that exercise seemingly
meets the objectj-ves. It is beyond the scope of this thesis

to validate the

games

created; rather it is the objecti're of

this thesis to create the

games which

correlate with the

Creatj-ve Studies instructional objectives.

Because

of the

methodical approach taken in creating the grames, it is hypothesized that the games would achieve the prescribed in-

structional objectives. Purther research will be required
to validate this hypothesis.

CHAPTER

A

REVTSW

ITI

OF INSTRUCTTO}IAL GAME THEORY

AND TTS RELATION.TO CREATTVTTY

Boocock t1g7r) offers an explanation of gaming
that
is helpful to the purposes of this thesis:

There are three basic elements in an

g€rme: gaming, simulation and role_playing. instructional
.
Gaming may be defined as ,,somlthing enjoyable__

however serious--involving competition ior lplcified
objectives and observing rules.r' .

Sirnulaticn is an operating model, reproduction
or imitation of physical or
phenomena, con_
"o"i"l factors or varisisting of a set of interrerated
abres which function in essentialJ-y the same manner
as the actual (or a hypothetical) system.
.
Role-playing consists of taking the part
of
one of the individuals, groups or organizations
in
the simulated environment.

Fink and others (19?1)

eomment

abbut the process of

gaming:

whether defined as natural games, games of chance
or skill,

educational or simulation g*"",
process
attracts, intri-gues, motivates. why this isthe
so
understood at reast partiarly by the rerationshipcan be
that
the key structural elements of the gaming process have
to the natural generative forces of rife itsetf.
Games
are active and competitive; they demand
immediate
comrnitment; there is risk and excitement; there
is much
of the high drama of life, but yet within individual
reach and control. The game if not rearity, nonetheless
thrusts the player into a real process, one which demands
his efforts, imagination and ski1l.
t

IO

Arthough a certain amount of risk is invorved in
a
grame, Siebold and Steinfatt (Lg74)
emphasize that in a game,

"there is a lack of situational immediacy . . . land that]
usually there are no behavrors to be engaged in which
will
produce real gains or l0sses in their present
situation.,,
Participants in a game have the opportunity to experiment
and take risks.

This

practice for rear-rife situa_
tions- Coleman (1971) makes it clear that ,,a game
is a r/ray
of partitioning off a portion of the action from the
comprex
stream of life

becomes

activities,',

Goodman (1975)

points out that "gaming may provide a
way for people to gain experience with the
ideas to compare
the outcome of their intuitive

efforts with the results ob_
tained by employing the particular method of decision
makincr
under consideration.

F

The opportunities which g.rmes provide us
for rearning

evident. Not to be overlooked, this process of play
games is something we carry with
us all through life.
seem

and

Berne

(1964) notes that we even act out
rores and play grames using

our real life situations as the setting and backdrop
for our
most serious

encounters. However it has onry been in recent
years that educators have become serious
in their attempts to
use simulation and gaming as purposeful
methods of learning.
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There have been various research studies conducted

on the effectiveness of games in the classroom. Most of

the literature reviewed has been concerned $rith the transfer
of content. Foy (1973) asserts that many sludents, aware
of painful experiences in traaitional education ,'accept
them [games] as honest at,t,empts to create more preasant

learning experiences.

"

Mcluhan (1964) views games as "media of interpersonal
communicationr" that act as nextensions, not of our private

but of our social serves. " He notes the form qErmes take

as

being of "non-speciali-zed participation. " Taylor and wirliarns
(1966) concur with the Mcluhan philosophy and contend that
because

of Americanrs usual commitments to gadgetry and

machines, a medi-a orr*nted prcgrramming system of ereativity
would have great impact.

creative studies is process oriented. Thiagarajan
(1971) notes that games are extremely suitable for teaching
process and that "such things as the procedure for problem-

solving, strategy for bargaining and techniques of teaching
lend themselves to the design of effective

grames.,'

The j-ssue with games and competition seems controversial.

Hulten (L97 4) says

rn order for
'l .a-.:-n

:.-+!;rrii,i

i n-

games

to serve as facilitators

pfOCeSSr
ga$€ SUCCeSS mUSt be tied
^aF,!

in the
tO

L2

an i'ncentive system which motivates the
to learn the skil1s necessary for winningstudents
and
provide the opportunity to dl

";:

Ferguson (1971) warns that the winning
and ccmpeti_
tion aspects of gaming arci" of concern because
games may

promote a belief that,

o . . We can have the power over a social situ_
ation to the extent tfrit it is possilfe
to
accuratery quantify and simulate
problems
the
or
. the international
They ltfre
playersl may fail to realizeworld.
that
game theory
concerns itself with means and not endsr
that
real social problems are much
more complex and
comprehensive.

However, a noticeable trend in education
and society
has been to derimit competition and
to

restore attributes of
cooperation- can the competitive aspect
of gaming be cofir_
patible with sound educatj.onal objectives?
Foy (Lg73) states:
Games take advantage of both
coopefation and competition. Students realize
that rvinning and
losing are part of the game and
that they will
be able to play again.
rnbar and stoll (1970) add that
'games may prove to be
settings for teaching psycho-sociol0gical
dimensions rather
than purery cognitive and factuar
materiar.,, on these dimen_
sions, they elaborate:
Games apparentry mobilize
-i*r* skills
unrelated to verbat skilts" intellectuar
T;;;,
poorest
student in class is as likely as
it"
U.!;----student to be the winner. The implicatiorr
is

r
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that games would be especially valuable for
the underachiever or the nonverbal or cognitively cleprived student'
Winning becomes the positirre reinforcement for

lesson rvell learned. Hulton (1974) points out that

played in teanrs, ds against individually,

a

a

when

game becomes

even more effective as measured by aptitude test scores.

Yet simulation experiences in themselves are not

for learning.

McKenny and

enougfh

DilI (1966) found that

emphasis

on winning may lead students to choose conservative strat-

egies rather than experiment l./ith new approaches

-

Ileighberger (1975) contends that "the simulation
experience motivates the students and gets them actively

thinking and acting on intellectual quest.ions presented
the game ancl hopefully the real rvorld.". Gaming thus

by

seems

to have promise for classroom use as far as motivating
students, rewarding them for learning and involving

them

in the lesson,
Cherryholmes (f956) has reported that qames lvere no
more

effective than conventional classroom rnedia in ter:ns

of learning, retention, critical

thinking or attitude

change;

the Cherryholmes study does point out however' that, "students

report more interest in simulation activities
conventional classroom exercises.

rl

than in. more

l4
Anderson (1970) found that the time expended in
playing giames produces an amount of rearningr €rs reflected

in test scores, equal to that from equi-varent time spent
in conventional classroom iE,arningr. Allen, Allen and Ross
(1970) even found that math games (which teach process)

resurted in greater amounts of learning in a shorter time
when compared to conventional methods.
Coleman (197I) affirms:

The span of ability that can be encompassed by current
teaching methods is so narrow that schoors
resort
to tracing and grouping. The evidence frommust
the use of
games in the crassroom indicates that a much broader
span of ability can be usefully encompassed by simura-

tion

games.

Heighberger (I975) concludes:

sinnulation games may play an important rore in undergraduate education. rt is important that
the strengths
and weaknesses of simulation games be understood by the
teacher considering their use. trnrhen teacher's objectives
are in the area of motivation, stimulating
an interest
and developing an understanding of a process, it seems
that games are an appropriate ieaching device. .
If there is not a good match between the teacher,s
objectives and the objecti-ves of the game, it is better
to use no games than to suffer the conseguence of a
mismatch. rf there is a good match of objectives, the
use of a werr designed g;rme can be a very worthwhire
educational experience for all concerned.

CHAPTER

IV

NOTES FOR'FACILITATORS

This chapter has been prepared to help facilitators
understand various strengths and rveaknesses of the sugqested
classroom exercises. These exercises are intended essentially

for college undergraduates with facilitators

who have com-

preted either the s.u.c.B. creative studies graduate

progr€rm,

the creative Problem-solving rnstitute t s Facilitator Labora-

toryr or a comparable program.
Most n'creativity" grames which the developer found. in
his research could cnly be played by one player and were
usually in the form of puzzles. The grames in this thesis
were developed to allow interaction between players since

they were designed to be played in a classroom setting.
games

Few

designed for more than one player, such as currently

available conmercial or instructional qames, present an
opportunitir for deliberate creative behavior.
The games developed in this thesis have been designed

prinarily as cJassroom exercises. rn usingr them the faciLitator should brief the players about the concept used in the
1 alTow them to play the g:ame and then cond.uct a post_game

16

discussion- The post-game discussion would help to achieve
a greater understanding of the concepts involved"
In designing the following games, the developer was
aware of the need for an incentj-ve system that would motivate
the students to pray the games. rn certain instances it
seemed that competition in these ganes might lead to more
creative behavior, since winning could be tied to the amount
of creativity exhibited. However, it has been observed by
the developer in Creative Studies classes that students will

reject the notion of highly competitive win/lose
games" rn order to be effective in the presentation of course
sometimes

objectives through the use of games, the developer has
structured low-competition,/high-cooperation win/win gaming

exercises. rn low-competition

g:ames,

players donft intention-

ally "put do,rrn" another player but rather,,show upn him or her.
The developer informarry pre-tested sone of the qames
for their competitive aspects and it appeared that the players
took an attitude of, "Look, see what r can do. r can be more
creative than you. " .

along with the response, "Oh yeah,

letrs see you top thisl"
An atmosphere of plalrfurness developed where alr parti-

cipants seemingly enjoyed themserves while learning many

new

concepts. rn this atmosphere players were quite rittirrq

to

help each other" This exhirj-tec a iriEh ae.gree cf coeperaii':n
The develcper wanted to insure t.haL the pltryer: had a gocd
feeling about thenselves after p]ayinE a ga:ne' By having
rvin,/rvin situation a positive attitr:de is assured'

a

possibly as an atiribuie of cooperation-based gane
several games in this thesis have no definite end; in such
a case the facj-litator

for the class should terminate play

at an apProPriate time"
Thosewhomightusethegenesinthisthesisfcra
Creative Studies classroom will- find that thei: ar'e high'lv
correlated io the

Gui-de

to Creative Action.

As such, the

terminoi-oEy rernains consistent with ti:at used in the text'

This is done to all-or,q facilitators
crames

fl*xibility

in using the

for their instructional situalions'

A concept or device which this de':eloper feels might
be enphasized more in the Guide to Creative Action is the
Idea-Collection System. To help enforce the beneficial use
of this concept, the d.eueloper has included the ldea-collec-

tion systern as a gaming device in most games r'thich require
the recording of ideas. fn this way the objective in Session
Three, which introd.uces the system, should have more relevance.

In any case, studenls should prepare themselves by at least
havinE a pen or penc'i L avail-able'

1B

Gaming

devices, such as the Idea-Collection

are used throughout the games of this thesis.

System,

They are

described in Appendix A. Each game contains a list of such

devices. The faciritator
before the

should assemble these devices

game begins.

fn Creative Studj-es it
together in small groups.
games

seems

tr{hen

that people work well

viewed corlectively these

offer a barance between an individuail s effort

bv

himself or herself and the individual's effort with a team.
For exarapJ"e, individuals

giame

togrether in small groupings

of no more than four or five, and likewise, when playing
tearn qarnes, teams wourd

usually consist of no more than

four or five players. Since all these ',creativity,' games
are designed for interaction, differerit patterns are used
to atlow a balance between individual .rrd ntolrp effort.
The type of interaction provided is described in the ',player
Organization[ section for each game.

A facilitator

is used in most games. The role of the

facilitator is to mediate between players and to introduce
the various phases that a game runs through. These phases
are described for each game under the headirg, "steps of play."
Those games

that donrt indicate the need for a faciritator

might also be played independently from the classroom situation.

CI]APTER V
STJGGESTED CLASSROOM EXERCISES

The simu-r-ations and games in this chapter have been
developed from ihe instructi-onal objectiores of the

creatrve

studies curriculirm. They are correlated with the fifteen
fundar*entai sessicns of the cornprehensive instruct,i_onal
units that are found in the Gui-ce io creative Action.
The Earnes a'e v;ritten with a format that perrnits

continuiiy and uniforinity fcr eas:, ref,erence. The order
of the format al0ng with a rlescription cf each part is as
follows:
Name

of

Game

or simuration: ?his is a titre wi:ich id.enti-

fi.es the exercise.
Objective: This is the gaming objective which appears
as
an instructional objective in the Guide to Creative
Action.
Plai"'sr orqa::-izat:.*n: This sugigests hcw many people
are needed

to

pJ-ay

ihe

game and how

they are organized.

Devrces: This lists the materials that are neecie*
to play. A description of Gaming Devices appears
in Appendix

Gaming

A.
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Specialized gaming devices which may themselves be found in

the Appendix are indicated by an asterisk (*) Steps of Play: fhis is a sequential descrj-ption of how the
game

is played.

Rationale: This part explains how the gaming exercise is
expected to achieve the prescribed instructional objective.
The games are further organized in the suggested order

that they be PlaYed and are grouped acccrding to the instructional session.

SESSION

ONE

session one is an introduction to the basic course
on creativity.

The

problen sensitivity.

session also introduces the notion of
The games used to meet the objectives

of this session are The Flight of
Face-Off.

CRS

105, Weedpatgh,

and
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Objecti:res: {I) ?o acquaint participants
with one another;
{2) ?o prc-."ide a brief npr€lestr,.
Flayer Organizaticn : 2A to 50 participants,
tatfirs.

2

to 5 facili-

Ga*ing Devices:

- Chairs {enough fcr each participant}
- Iiallway (to sinulate airlrner)
-

t"{ovie

- l,lovre projectcr
- i4or;ie screen
-

Narne

Binqo {Exercise 1, from creatir;e
4cticnboch)

Paper
Donni
- .*.au-

'l
tri ^

Publ_ic-ad.dress system
Refreshments

Steps of play:

) Before participants start to arrj.ve,
the facilitators
prepare the environrnent to
si:rruiate an airliner.
This may
inclucie arranging seats al0ng
an aisleway, setting up for
in-fli"qht moviesr readylng the public_address
system, fixinq
1.
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be
refreshments and preparing any other effects which may

desired.

2.)Asparticipantsarrivetheyaregreetedattheentrance
to the airliner by the facilititors who act the roles of
stewards and stewardesses' The team teachers may act as
pil"ot ancl co-Pj-iot'.
3.) Participants are

handed'

flight packets

vrhich include

pages four and five of the Creatjve
Hg-E!-Eg.o as described on
Actionbook '

4.i An ingroduction is gi,"ren by the pi3-ot once i.i:'e f ].iqhi
is assenbl"eC. A sampl-e j-ntroduction is as follows:
Today

'l6reeting;s, welcome to The LfiqhtjILlRS lql'
r.rill start our journey to the land of Creativity' The pilots
a;r,i crew encourage yau t,o rel-ax and

to

become

we

familiar ';+ith

ev€ryone on boaro. You may wander around thi-s airliner

at

yourlej.sure,howeverpleasedonotleavetlreplaneoncethe
flight begins and p3-ease do not, unbolt the seats from the
fuselage.

"

t.er this address, the pilot maY segue into giving the
directions to Name ts1ngo as t,hey appear on Page five of the
Af

Creative Actionbook.

5.)Astheflighigetsunderwalr,thefacilitatorsandteam
teachers create as much of an atmosphere of a plane ride

as
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possible, using whatever props are available'
6.)Astheflightcontinuesan.dtheNameBingoactivity
is finishing, the facilitators begin to initiate the
"pretest" by passing out penci.]s, and paper' The test is
in five minutes '
as many ways as they can think of for improving an airplane

administered by asking participants to list

ride.
7.\ At the end of the five minute testing perioclr the testing materials are collected'
B.) I{ithin ten minutes participants are asked to implement,

with the simulated environment, the idea or ideas which they
felt to be best.
9.) At the end of this Period, the facilitators initiate
discussio:1 as to what Problems or challenges students had
in implementing their ideas.
Rationale:
The Flight of eRS 105 would develop a coflImon bond

participants by involving them in the

same

situation.

among

The

first part of the objective for this session is "to acquaint
participants with one another. " The Fliqht of cBq,,-:105 has
participants relating to one another by subjecting them to a
simulat.ion experience that does not fulIy define itself until
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after it is over. A loose and alnost ,rparty" atrnosphere is
intrcduced as partici.pants arrive. This is conducive to
making introductions and gettinq acquainr--ed. The use of
Name Bincro as

part of this q3<ercise also meets the basic

obj ective.

The second objective is "to provide a brief
f .i^!.+
Itte r rrgnc
^E
or

Tlro

CRS

'pretestr.,,

105 has participants list

in five minutes
as ma'ny ways as they can think of for inproving an airplane
ride" Th:-s is but a :no,lification of the pretest itern used
E1

rn the text; it provides a test itern rel-e,rant to the cont-e)rt
of the simuLation. The developer cf these games is aware
that similar problerns '""rould need to be presented in order
to inal--e the testing reafistic in raid- and post-semester tests.
The post-game

discussion setrves as an introduction to
probren sensi-tivity lvhich is dealt with durinq subsequent
exercises.
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Name

of

Game

or Simulation: tfeedpatch

Objectives: (1) To heighten each participant's awareness of
problems and challenges in

life,

(work, personal
.everyday living
education, etc. ) ; (2) To challenge each person to

make such

a list of problems.

P1ayer Organization: 2 to 5 players
Gaming Devices:

- Weedpatch Game Kit
Developer

I

s

Not,e:

l{-eedpatch uses gaming devices which are

unique.

The

materials used in l{gedpatch are described and illustrated
here in order to help the reader visualize thei-r use in the
game.

Idea F1ags:

rdea Flags provide a place on which statements may

i

r

r
I
ft

I

be

displayed. As described in the steps of play, these flags
are fu11-masted. Thi.s fu1l-mastedness indicates that when
idea statements are played, no further activity may oceur

on
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that mast. Example of construction: toothpick with paper.
Growth Bulbs:

A Growth Bulb is an aiirxiriary base that provides

a

jnncture between a problern Flag and any number of problem
Flags and/ot rdea F1ags. Example of construction: styrofoam
bal.1.

-

Messboard:

The Messboard serves as a base into whi.ch probrem
Flagrs may be

inserted. Example of construction: cork tiIe.

Problern Flags:
I

tl
tI

Problem Flags provide a place on which probrem state-

displayed. As described in the steps of prayr
these flags are half-masted. This half-mastedness allows
variety of problem statements or idea statements to be played
ments may be

through the addition of a Growth Bulb. Exampre of construction:

toothpick with paper.
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- Quota-Cards:
The use of these cards deterrnines how many moves

player

may make

a

in a turn. Any improvisation which could

determine the type of Flag and the number of times it

may

be played is welcome and p'eqmitted. The description of
Quota-cards appears in the section about the card

Game

Kit

in Appendix A.
throughout, the game these pieces are related to each

other in vagious ways. The following diagrams illustrate
the ways in which the pieces might be used in the

{

tl
i

Problem Flag placed in Messboard.

\_-/

f-r

Growth Bulb placed 6n Problem Flag.
,/\

N

LLAy<
V

t=

Idea Flags placed 1n a Growth Bulb.

game:
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Problem FJ-ag played from'^a Growth Bulb with fdea

Flags also displayed.

Elaborate display of l{eedpatch.
Steps of Play:

1.) The Messboard is placed before ihe players.
2.) A player states a problem. He or she writes this
statement on a Problem Flag and inserts the flag int.o the
Messboard, topping it off with a Growth BuIb. ptayers may
want to refer to the checklist 6n pase seven of the Creative

Actionbook to spur the production of problem statements.

3.) After an initial

problem is stated, players begrin their

turns by drawinqr Quota-Cards. If the number on the eard is

red, the player plays a Problem FIag during that turn.

ff

the number on the card is hlue, the player plays an fdea FIag.
The numeral

on the card determines how many of that .type of

flag will be played. Quota-Cards provide short range goals.
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Players should realize that if they are new to this notion

of stretching towards goals, though they may be frustrated
at first,

they should not be embarrassed about not making

a goa1. This ability for'.^quantitative thinking is a skill
which becomes enhanced through a course in Creative Studies.

4.) To play a Problem Flag the player writes a problem
statement on the half-masted Problem Flag. The flag is then
placed into the Messboardi or if the problem statement used
on the flag is a sub-problem or a broadened. problem of another
problem statement already played, the flag is placed into the
Growth Bulb

of that Problem Flag. Each Problem Flag is topped

with a Growth Bulb after it is played. Once again, players
may

want to refer to the checklist on page seven of the

Creative Actionbook to help spur the production of problem
statements.
5.

) To play an fdea Flag the player writes an idea that

nay

be a lead to a solution for one of the problem statements

already played, onto a fuLl-masted Idea Flag. The player then
places the flag into the Growth BuIb of the respective Problem
Flag.

6.) Play alternates betrveen participants.
Rationale:
The impetus for this game cerme from tf," qrrotation by
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Bert Decker on page 3I8 of the Guide tg Creptive Action,
"Problems are Like weedsi the more you lgnore them, the

faster they growl rr fn this
to

become

game

participants are urged

sensitive to their problems and no! to ignore

them. A sculpture c=eated during the course of the

game

grows through the qeneration of problem and idea statements.
There is no definitive

end to trIeedpatch. The sculpture

that began in one game may continue to Erow into the next
game. In their own interest, players may wish to systematically dissect the sculpture to see how their problems
gfeht.

Weedpatch

is designed to meet the objectives

making the generation of a list

by

of problems and ideas part

of the game. It helps to heighten awareness to problems
and challenges

in everyday living by referring to the check-

list in the Creative Actionbook and by allowing the interaction of players to share problems and challenges which
become

additional input into each one's realm of experience.

It is felt by the developer that by permitting players to
play their ideas as well as their problems, they are given
a chance to observe that ideas occur as a response to
problem or challenge.

a
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Though

it would be possible to make this

same

hiqhlv

competitj-ve, tlre developer feels that a non-competitive
atmosphere for this stage of the semester course would facili-

tate a greater openness amongi participants.

Estabrishincr

this fneedorn of +-hinking i6.^important i-n creative studies
and for the success of subsequent qames.
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Narae

of

Game

Objective:

or Simulation: Face-Off

To

introduce the texts.

Player Organisation: 2 te43rs of 4 to i0 pl-ayers
each, faci'i'i +=+^Lr
U?!

3.*

Ga;n'i

.

nE De.;rces:
F': ; .^:._h; _r *

u;*:a-Caris*
Steps cf F.lay:

:" r ?he ciass is inst:ucted tc gei *he texs.*s
a couple of
r;iy= before cr-ass and to per,"'se tirem. They shouic
be keepinq
-i'n mind'shat they rike or d.onft like about
the texts.

:.)

rn the

situation, two teans p1*y aqainst each cther
in a T'./ Ouiz Shorv forinat. The faci-l_itator, acting
as the
Master of Cerernonies, draws a euota_Card.
ff the
game

number cn

the carc is red,, he or she asks the tearn for
ihat aumber of
thing they like about the texts. rf the number
on the card
is bhie, he or she asks the team f'r that nunber
cf th:ngs
they dcn t i lilxe about th* t*xr,s.

3.) Play alternates

as eash euota_Casg ts
drarEn- The facir-itator records the
responses on each teamrs
section of the flipchart.
bec,,,.€eJ: t,eams
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Answers may not duplicate each other.

Players on

a team may answer in either a fixed or random order.
4.) The winning team is that team which gets nore than
either twenty-five positive or twenty-five negative responses.
Rationale:
A ganring atmosphere is established by mocking a fami-

liar form of TV Quiz Shows. If the class size is too large
for everyone to play at once, members of the class may be
the audience as others serve on the teams.
This game meets the objective by providing students
an opportunity to express something they found out about

their textbooks. fn providing this opportunity, the
a11ows them

game

to share what, they've discovered and in doing

so they introduce the texts.

sESSroN

TWO

fn Session Two students are encouraged
to become
more sensiti.ve to problems" and
chal-lenges. To aid in
this objective, Session Two is facilitated
problem_
wi_th The

Empathy Sculpture Game.
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Name

of

Game

or simulation: rhe problenr-Empathy scurpture
Game

Objective: To provj-de practice in techniques for reaching
the essence of a problem-qtatement and for wording it for
optimum idea stimulation.
Player Organization: Group of 15 to

20

players, facilitator.

Garning Devices:
Cha3-3-enge-Cards*

Flipcharg*
Steps of play:
1-

) The facilitator

draws a card from the deck of Challenge-

Cards and the question is posed to the group,

,,I.lhy

is

ChallengfCard Heading a problem?'l

2.j Players respond in the form, nlt is a problem
(fill in the blank) . " They mark their answers

because

on the

flipchart.
ter nrarking their answers, they form a livinq non_
riqia sculpture by pantomiming some facet of the challenqe
3.

)

Af

in line with their responses to the problem statement.
Fbr example: if the ChaIlenge-Card said, ,,airports,,,
and the player made a problem statement
like, ',Airports are
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a prcbLen because 'lhe +,icket counters are so far awav from
the }o;ding gate;" the pJ-ayer rniEht then pantc*rime a eonsecf thE tickec ecunEers being far fron the loadincr
ga*es. The scuJ-pture is done non-irerbally anC the particiqu'e::rce

Fanes rnay ariapt

li"i

to previcus entries to the sculpture.

rhe scuJ-pture is buiLt, the iaciiitator asks the
plairers to further define the problem from their perspectives
..;:-::-i:: ih,:::::u-pture by us:_ng the "fn i.,lhat -Wa:rs Might f,,
Once

si:tenent"
:h:ir
br.---

5.

FSayers leave the sculpture one bir one and vrrite

rFq:arqoa
r=f,'--/i.rL-

^n

$ha

€] i,
-^^pChafr_.

J F1-ayers na.v* then take up a new positicn 1n the scurpture

tc gai-n ennen€r perspecr-_ive.
j Aft.en +,r'=iing throuqh the scuplture a coupie af timesthe j;:ci1:i:,r::.ar may siar: ll:e u'I.ihy,' line of questioning.
6"

Players may g:ick a previ-ous ''ri.n,$4r'r statenent and apply his
or her responge to the "!nlh1"'.

1.) Play cculd continue endlessiy so the faciL:-tator should
remain alrare of any ti-me restrictions.
The sculpture rnay be
endec

by prohibiti_ng any ner'. Feplacement.

Rati-ona1e:

uses the concept

of the living scr:J-pture to give empathy to'arcs the problem.

:

3B

A living sculpture is a scenario created
by the positicninq
of human bodies i-n relati_on to one another,

At times in a li,rinq sculpture a person
take up a different position but finds
himself

may want to

or herserf

lccked into his or her original entry.
fn this game players
may take up different positions,
but to do so they must re_

define the problem- Hopefully, since it,s
fun to change
positi'on' rlore redefining of the problem
rsould occur.
In *eeti::g the objecti,,re for Session Tvro,
this game
uses three t*chniques of woraj-ng a problem
statement.
The

involves the player in the
prohrlem area ar:.d requires the player
to use imagination in
order to resp*nd with problem statements.
The
sirnulation

of the problem environment hel-ps to create
understancing cf
possible problem statements. The faciritator
interacts
with each player at the flipchart in wording
it for optimum
idea stimulation.

i

SESSiOi.J THREE

Through session Three stuclents rearn the philcsoph,:

of "deferred judcement", which,..i-s an ability to aecept
deray and to l-ive with ambiquity rvhile gatherincr rlata neerced
to make a judgement. The session arso stuciies what is meant
by the term "creativity"

the influence of hahit
our behavior ean act as a deterrent to our creativity.
and

hor,v

on
The

use ot- an rdea-coll-ection system is introduced arong with
the ceneept of incubation. Session Three uses four qames,

thelt are Future-Janus, Arl-.itration, Slow

Chess r dDCl IIabitat.
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Name

of

Game

Obj ec Lives

or Simulation: Future_Janus

:

Part one: To provide preliminary exereises for
later
demonstration of the effi.tacy of deferrec jud.grement
by indirriciuals and by groups.
Fart rrtro.: To introduce the concept of deforred judqe_
ment by indi,ri<iuaLs and by groups.
Player crgianisation: r-0 to 15 players, facir-itator"
Gaming Devi_ces:
i *nh>rfr* u
Fl
_ __rv.r*s
Qiq"I
-a
-,JrrilurcitglJ

JCUft;"Cn

Deveicper I s Noee:

Future-Janus is played i..,it.h twc sinuiat:_ons.
,janu-s :
and Janus
-.Lr-- Janus I simulates a condition of negativism
and hopelessness,

it :-s a siate cf impossibility and apathl'.
Janug rl imitates a positive mental
attitude with a berief
that most any$-hing is lassibler 41d that
if it seems irn_
possi-blen a mocifieation can
make it work--ari ideas are r_n
some way good- one simulati-on
presents an out100k of quick
jucigement {pre-judgementr
or prejudice); the other presents
a case for deferred judgement.
As such Janus r is a

4t

preliminary exercise and Janus rr is a post-exercise
in the
introduction of the concept of deferred ju<lEement.
The notion of this simulation is based upon Janus,

a character fr.m

nythorogy. He is the gruardian of
gates and since every door ldoks both ways, he
is often
Roman

represented as having trvo opposing faces. F,uture-Janus

is a simulation of a possible future situation which
is
being observed from two dichotomous viewpoi-nts, quick judgement and deferred judgement.

fn this future situation, courts exist to judge ideas
and grant permission rather than to judqe crimes
and pass
sentence. rn both simulations, Janus r and Janus rr,
the
court consists of a perpetrator, a beguestor, counsel0rs,
opini-onators and elaborators. Their roles are
as folrows:
The perpetrator is the one who suggrests the
idea.
The bequestor grants permission for or against
the
idea.

The counselors are two 1awyer_types who supply
1ega1

information.

opi-nionators are people who bear witness to an idea
as to whether or not j-t lqould be good or bad.
rhe eraborators are a four person task-force which
helps to develop the idea
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To be effective in meeting the instructional objectives,
the developer recommends that these simurations be played
one

right' after the other rvithin the crassroom situationSteps of play: part One, {anus'I.
1.) Before court is in session, the group brainstorms
for
f,ive mi-nutes on things they wour-d like to do. Responses
are
recorded on the flipchart.

?-i PJ-ayers

the various court,room roles as described
in the Deveroperrs Note about this simulation.
3-) The perpetrator chooses from the li.st an i.dea
that
assume

seems

reasonabre to do and goes before the court to
ask permission
to irnplement that idea.

4.) The bequestor, counselors, opinionators and elaborators
purposefully scoff the notion of the idea. These
players
should make a conscious and deriberate effort
to be apathetic

quick to pass judgement. The emphasis of
the court proceedings should be to belittle the perpetrator
for having his
or her i-dea and to bring out the negative conseguences
of
that idea.
and

5.) After all the i_mportant evidence is presented,
the ela_
borators say that it is impossible to do
anything with that
idea and the bequestor denies permission
for its implementa_
tion' The drama might be concluded by dragrging
the perpetrator

I
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away as being a menace

to society for having i-deas.
6-) The post-game discussion should make the point that
as individuals we sornetimes close c,rselves off to even
thinkinE about. the possibir-ities of an i_dea. rt shour_d
also be brcught out that if rre iet ci:r negativisn overshadow our thouEhts, almost any idea, regardless
how

it may appear, wculd, seen impossible to do anything about. This si-mulation is, of cou.rser &o exagger-

reasonabr-e

alion; alongr witi: the

post-grame

discussion i_t prepares the
piayers fcr using the concept of deferred judgement
in the
next game, .fanusJ .
Steps of play: part Two" Janus if

1.) rn preparaiion for this game, the ,Jeveloper recoirfiiends
that the faciij-t.atcr and the players redd, ,,sociodrama
as a
creative probiem-sorving Approach to studying the
Futur€,,,
by Dr. E" Faur Torrance. fhis articre appears
on pagres

183

through lBB of the Guicie to Creati-ve Acticn.
rt seems that
sociodrana r,rouic help to i.nsure more diverse

viewpoints

bring out the value of using deferred judgement
before
lecisrc;: i; :la.;e"

and

a

2.) Before court is in session, the group brainstorms
for
five ninutes on silly things t.hey vouldnrt
drearn of doinq
"
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are recorded on the flipchart.
3.) Players assume the various courtroom roles as described
in the Deveroper's Note about this simulation.
4-) The perpetrator chooses,,from the list an idea that SCEMS
Responses

to be the most preposterous and goes before the court to ask
permi.ssion to implement that idea.
5.) The bequestor needs to hear more information about the
idea before he or she would grant perm*ssion. The counserors,
opinj-onators and elaborators help to provide that information.

6.) The facilitator,

as the director, should see that the
direction that the drama takes is in deferri-ng judqement.
herp achieve thi-s the faci.l-itator may informally introduce

To

the five-step creative probrem-solving process. The pray
should always accentuate the positive, even at the
remotest
extreme.

7.) By the end of the simuration the players develop
a modi_
fication of the originar idea for which it would seem
aecept_

able for the bequestor to grant permission.

B.) The post-game discussion for J:rnus rr picks
up where the
discussion of Janus r left off. The discussion
shourd be
directed at pointing out the efficacy and potentiar
of deferred
judgement in both individual
and group usage
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Rationale:
By associating the term ,,deferred judgement,,
with

si'mulations that parallel

,.fh^e

worlds of justice and jud.icial

proceeditrgse an emphatic point
is made that we do eventually
make a judgement and that this
suspension of judgement is

only to allow the gatherinE of more
data.
the game Janus I provides a preliminary

exercise

that allows players to rore-p1ay an
exaggeration of ,,closed._
minded" thinking- rt is this
exaggeration which helps to
create the contrast that introduces
the concept of defe*ed
judgement in the post_exercise
gamer Janus ff.
Through these games players are
also able to contrast

their individual styles of thinking.
In being part of these
simurations' a player is able to observe
the potential 0f
deferred judgement in group usage.
Janus r dramatizes how
an i'dea is put down and how this
might tend to happen to some
of our ideas- Janus rr exaggerates
that if one defers hi.s
or her immediate reaction, many new
thoughts and ideas are
rikery to occur and that deferring judgements
wirl likery put
an idea into a difrer*n! perspective
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Name

of

Game

or Simulation: Arbitration

Objective: To introduce a definition of creativity that
involves originality and relevance of the creator.
Player Organization: Group of ,, facilitator.
Gamingr Devices:

I Chairs
- Flipchart*
- Long table
Steps of play:

1.) The heading, "Creativity is... r,, is put on the top
of
the flipchart.
2') Each member of the group completes.the phrase
with his
or her definition of creativity. The players put
their
initials by their definition.
3. ) After a1l the definitions are
up, the facilitator notes
that there are differences in opinion as to what creativity
is. The facilitator terls the group that they will
arbitrate
vrith each other i-n order to define creativity in
rer_evant
terms that involve their originality so that
in the finar
outcome,

the group definition will have importance and

ing for each person

mean-
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4-) To arbitrate, the group divides into four pairs (A,
B' c and D). Each pair then works to build a concise
definition that does not sacrifice the essence of each
oners original definition. ,fl^ayer may barter (and some_
times bicker) back and forth to achieve this definition.

5-'t upon concensus, each pair then squares off with another
pair and repeats the process in step 4 (AxB, CxD).
) upon eoncensus each foursome meets the other and the
prstg€ss continues (AB x CD)
6"

7,i

Arbitration ends

when

each group of eight has a defini-

tion of "creativity" which satisfies a1I the members of that

I

Eroup.

I

I

t

8-) The faciritator

initiates a post-qame di.scussion to
sompare the definitions which came from the gaming situation
wi-th the definition

b1z

the authors of the te:<t.

Rationale:

Arbitration is a

game

which alrows players to expJ-ore

their varues in relation to the definition of a term. rn
this case the term is "creativityu, when a group concensus
is reached, the

is over. This signifies that each
member is satisfied rvith the definition that
theyr ds a group,
have developed.

game

4B

B'negotiating a definition,
to

the definition

seems

relevant to the whore group. By combining
ideas
in the negotiatirg, the definition becomes
original to
those creating it.
become

During the post-game'discussion, the facilitator
sampares

the

definitions with the text definition of
creativity involving originality and relevance
to the creator;
the facili-tator brings out that each group
devel0ped a defi_
nition of creativity which was actually
original
gamed

and rerevant

ts itself-

rn this way the text's definition of creativity
*ras followed by the group in their
own defining of creativitv.
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Name
Obj

of

Game

ective:

of keeping

:n

or Simulati_cn: SIow Chess

I

introduce the idea of incubation
idea system.

Player Organization:

2

players per

and

the notion

game.

Garning Devj_ces:

- Chess Set
Idea-Col_1ecti on Systen"
DeveJ-oper's Note:

In order to make XJ-cw Chess fair and interesting,
players should be at a similiar level
cLi'l'l
of

vJr-*+.

Steps of play:
1'

) A chessboard is set up and the first

are

ten round.s of play

moved.

2') Each player diagrams the game
thus far in his or her
rdea-colrection systern. play is
suspend.ed for an agreed
amount of time (such as an
hour, a day, a week, a rnonth, etc.)
for the purpose of recordingr ideas
about possible
for incubation.

moves and

3') At the end of this ti-me players
reconvene and set up the
board to the poi-nt at which play
was suspended.
Three more

rounds are played.
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4.) Step 2 is repeated.
5.) Step 3 is repeated.
6')

l

Thi.s process conti-nues until
a checkmate or draw.

Rationale:
A gane such as Chess, which

is highly dependent

upon

skil1 and strategy rather than chance,
is used.. The game
is played by conventional rules and
is purposely drawn out
so that players may record ideas
in tl:eir rdea_col1ecti_on
systems and thrcugh incubation
deterreine horv they rnight play
their next moves.
It isn't necessary to use Chess per
se. Any game
which provides for thinking strategy
nay be used.

The ma_ior

process in this game is letting
a pericd of time elapse so
that incubation may occur. The concept.on
the idea sysrem

i's interjected by having the players
keep a jcurnal on their
moves. rn a similar manner, players
who are involved lvith
playing other games devel0ped
in this thesis may rre encouraged
r'o recorc ideas that result
cluring o.ria incubation after
any of these giames.
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Name

of

Game

Objective:

or Simulation: Habitat

dramatize, by exercises, the effects
of habit
on creativity, and the value
of breaking the habit response
in thinking.
To

Player Organization: 15 to

ZA

players, facilitator.

Gaming Devices:

fmaga-Cards*

fndex cards
Paper (legal-pad size)
Steps of play:

1')

player is given fifteen to
twenty index cards and a
sheet of legal pad paper. The
number of index cards a prayer
receives correlates to the number
of people playing.
2') The facilitator picks out
an rmaga-card and asks the
group to gi-ve ten uses for
the item shown on that card.
3.) Each member of the group
responds by writinq his or
her
responses on an index card.
The name of each ,rtest,,
item
Each

should appear on each respective
index card.
4') For each rrnaga-card played,
the index

cards are cor-lected

given to a different member
of the group.
5') This sequence is repeated
until a ,,test,, itern rras
provided for each member
of the group.
and

been
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5-) Prayers tarly the respcnses of the index cards on
their sheetsof '!eglal-pad paper. Responses are marked from
"nost habitual', to 'rmost uncommon,,.
7 -)
upon completion .f the. compiiati.on, each player reads
aloud the results that he or she tabul_ated.
8.) After the resurts are presented the facilitator conducts a post-game discussion and brings out that habit mav
be one cf the reasons that some ef the respcnses were sirnilar
to each other- Another point to be brought out is that bv
allorving ourselves to stretch our thi-nking we can come up

with more creative

and. uncomnon responses.

Rati-ona 1e :

Ttrrs
a1:.11e

g:ame

works on the assumption that peopie think

and in habituai patterns.

of "t,est" iterns to which players

Ilabitat. prcvides s

r.rssi

gly

with both habi__
tuaL and uncommon responses. By establishiag a goal
of ten
uses for an item a player is given a reasonable cha}lenge.
may respond

ten responses ar-so arrow for easy handJ-inE i-n the tabula_
ticns. A dramatization is made each time the results are

The

read as the habitual responses will occur in larqer numbers
and the more creative ideas wiil appear in the unconunon

responses- rt becomes evident by this game that if we
a110w
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ourselves to think beyond the surface of our thoughts,
we have a lot to gain.

SESSTON FOUR

sessicn Four cear-s with an abil-ity that seems tc

at the nearr of creativiiy,

anC th:s

be

is the abi]_:t1r to force

relationsh:-ps- By this method a perso:' t*:":ils -i'rro cy inore
objects or sit.uations and, contrives a relevani and
meaningful
sy;:thesi"s" Creaiivitir cc:nes into play when cne i_s able
to ,lo
thrs r^ri-th i-tems that ire i-,ot usuaiLy rer-ated. T,,^ro grames

r+hich

neet the objeciives of this sess'on are The Gane of
Ahhal
In !vha! trfa;rs lti.ght f .

and

f)

Name

Obj

of

Game

ectives

:

or Si-mulation: The Game of

Ahha!

(1) To provide a variety of exercises to increase

participants ' ability to force relationships between unrelated
things, (2} To provide practice in ihaking the

new

relationships

relevant.
Player OrEanization: 2 to 6 players"
Gaming Devices:

Idea-Coilecticn

SYstem*

Imaga-Cards*

Quota-Cards*
Steps of PlaY:

f.)

The Cecks of Imaga-Cards and Quota-Cards are placed next

to each other in the center of the playing areaZ.) A player draws a Quota-Card and then Cravrs r-hat number oi
Irnaqa-Cards.

3.) The player has forty-five seconds to describe new inventions that miEht evolve fron those items used in

a

forced

relationship. ff only one Imaga-Card is called for , the player
gives uses for which the item is not normaily used.

4.)

Responses

are recorded in the fdea-Collection

5.) PIay continues to the next player.

System.
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Rationale:
Ttre

of Ahhal is a translation of Creati.rre Action_
bcok Exercises 25 and 28 into a gaming
format. rt uses rmaqaGame

%

cards which are basicaily a'n.expansion of
the list of items
fram Exercise 25.
sgrlating diverse items to achie're significant
ends
*ccurs -in the prccess of inventing; thrs type
of association
ha= a'sc been known as forced rerationship.
The use of rnaga_
cerrds in this qame provides a stimulus
of randcrn itens. The
iEicre "Jarar:y cf L:,r.rei,:tecness and
randomness provides the

p:rt:ci:snr

witn a va:i-ety of exercises" The game ar_so
Drorrer:*s 1-i:.1",iars::ess of hcr., other peopj-e
are able to see an
unu.:;-;a J" r

*1a.ci*nship.

fi:is exercise cal1s for the

means

being translated

i'nto 3

':eie';aat eac ' The next cal1s f or a relevan+* end cemandi"r:g original means. rn each gaming
situation the deveioper
feels that a structured competitive atmosphere
is not necessary
fcr the game to be successful. From past
experiences in playing these qanes the developer las noticed
that a trend of one_
up-nan-ship occurs which keeps the game
alive"

JT
I

ltrame

of

Game

or Simulation: Tn i'Ihat

l^;ravs

Micrht I

Objectives: (1) To provide a variety of exercises to increase
particioants I abilitlr to f oree relationships ?retween seemingl./
unrelated thinqs i Q) To provrdb .irractice in nakinq the

new

relationships relevant.
Player Organization: 2 to 6 players.
Garningr

Devices:
Challencre-Cards *

fdea-Collection

Svstem*

Imaga-Cards*

Steps of Play:

'l \

L.l

Tr=nh n'l arrog

iS dealt f iVe Irnaga-CafdS.

2.) To beqin his or her turn a player draws a ChallengeO

avA

3.

) {Ising up to all five fmaqa-Cards in his or her

the player verbalizes a forced relationahip

hand

,

as to r^/ays he

or she miqht use those items to overcome a challenqe sucrqested
by the Challenqe-Carcl.

4.) To structure the ouestion for prcblem solving, players
are encouraqed to use the fcrrn, "In what l"/ays night I use
(items frorn fmaga-Cards) to orrereome or sol';e (challenqe

5B

suggested by the challenge-carci)1,,
(The challenge_cards

pro'ride only a "Mess.
" rt is up to each player to structure
a relevant challenge within
that ,,Uess.,,)
5") After a player cones
up..ry.ith a solution, the
use<I rmaga_
cards are discarded and the player
draws frcn the deck for

repiacer*ents.

6')

Responses are recorded

in the rdea-coliection system.
?. ) triaii contiai,:es to
i.l:: next person.
Rationale:

Ftrrther exercise is provided
in maki-ng forced reietionships, but also at making
these associations reler:ant.
rn I'/hat -I^Iays i'iiqrrt r i-::.terfaces
random items with
randorn

:'l-L-vir.:>
i aq
.

inio a

i.ne

gai;:e

ganj_ngr

C.::.il:]

format.

siiu_

:-ates Cr=ar.rr;e ;lctionbook
Exercise

27

i

SESSION FIVE

which of those
Sooner or later we have to decid'e

the perplexing
far-f1ung ideas is Eoing to help' us solve
Though it is of
problem. session Five is on evaluation'
more effective
a serious nature, evaluation can become
withcreativeformulationandprocessingofthecriteria.
TomeettheobjectivesofthissessiontheganeofTtreone
and OnlY

is used'
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Name

of

Game

or Simulaiion: The Cne and. Only

objectives: (1) To assure understanding
of the term ,,cri_
terion"; (2) to provide practice in listing
criteria; (3)
To provide exercises illus.trating
the value of deferri-ng
judgement in criteria-listirg;
(4) To provide an
exerci_se

in using a rnatr:-x fcr objective evaluati.on
and implenenta_
tion of iCeas.
Pla''sx' orEanization: Teams of 4 or
5 players each, facili_
tator "
Gaming Derlices:

- Flipcharr*
llatrix Evaluation
book)

Form (page 41

Creative Action:

Peoestal

Trio of different objects in the same
each team (For example, three differentcategory for
coffee cups,
three different garbage cans, three different
chairs
three different lamps, etc.)
Steps of Play:

r. ) The iacilitat*:r

gives the total

grroup

stration of horv the Matrix Evaluation

Forrn

a flipchart

demon-

on page 41 of the

Creati ve Actionbook r_s used

2.) Croup divides r-nto teams of four
or five players eaeh.
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3.) Each team is given their trio of objects within the
same category' al0nq with a l4atrix Evaluation Form.
4.) Each team is given its charge: As experts of quarity,
each team has been commissioned by the International Archives

Foundation to determine the'.r'state of the Art" within the
Erouping of objects that has been given to them.

"state of the Art"

means

the ultimate specimen of

quality within a category. For example, the porsche Targa
is considered to be the "state of the Art" for sport touring
catrs.

5") Each team brainstorms criteria for five minutes, using
deferred judgrement, as to lvhat wili Ceterrnine quality for
thej.r grouping of objects. For example, if determininq
criteria for coffee cups, some criteria rnight be: to what
extent is the handle functional, does the cup reak, will it
break easily, does coffee taste good from it, is it easily
placed aside for storage, does the rim al1ow for easy drink-

ability, etc. The faciritator

might want to set a goal of

fifty or seveniy-five criteria for each team to list.
6. ) Teams select the criteria which they would then use in
their judgements of quality. I{hen these criteria are determined, they are entered into the Matrix Evaluation Form.

/

{I

Teams shour'd note
where

in the list the selected
cri teri.a
came from' The facilitatcr
may bring out the va'ue
of
deferred judqrement if sone
of ihese criteri.; har,,e
cccurred
later in the list
') Teams perform their commissicned
cut.es of deternining
the "State of the Art,, for
their assiEned cateqory.
fn this
scep" the tearns use the
criteria they have established
to
measlire the items i.n
their groupinq. ft might
be helpfui
to suggest that they role-p1a,/
corporate executives
making
a muiti-rnillion,lolLar
decision.
7

B.) Once it ts determined
whj.ch object is the ,,State
oi
Li:e ;.r:"' a dedicacion
si,-e€cir. abcut that
ob;*ct is prepared.
The speech shcur'd point
out why that objeci rvas
seip,:gsd.
9.) ?he grrcups a,re reassernbLed
and a spokesperson ftr
each
team presents -,_he deCicatj-cn
speech in an atnosphere
that
should represent an
ar./ards banquet. During
the speech, the
object of <iecii-caticn is
put on a pedestal in plain
view of

the auciience.

i0.) Tlie facilitator

conducts a post_grame
di.scussion.

Rationale:

Durinq The One and Onl_y,
team members act
as experts
of quaiity to determine
,,State
the
of

the Art" in different
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cateqories of objects. The objectives of Session Five are
presented and reinforced i.n vari-ous ways with this
simulati_on.
The understanding of the terrn criterion i_s encouraged

by having the teams work rvith the term ,,quality,,, which is
basic to most decisions aborit evaruation. This objective
receives further reinforcement through the dedicatj-on speeches
tovrards the end of the simulation.
The brainstorming session provides practice in risting

cri-teria-

The value of defe*ed judgement is brought out by

demonstrating that some valuable criteria

occurred later in

the lists.
matrix is used for evaluating the objects as part
oi the simuration. rmprementation is brought out thrcugh the
The

dedicati-on speeches for "The state of the Art".

SESSTOTi SrX

Arex osborn, a pioneer in education for creativity,
once said, "A fair i-dea put !o use is better than a good

ioea kept cn the polishing

whee1.

" rn session six the

emphasis is on making those gems-called-iceas happen. The
game

used for the implementation phase of the creative

problem-solving process is The Adventure of super p1an.
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lJarne

of

Game

or Simulaticn, qle Adr"rtrr@

objecti','e: To provide exercises in discovering and meetinq
challenges that might arise in implementingr and gaining
acceptance for ideas

Player Organization: 2 players.
Garnes

Devices:

- Adventure-Cards*
Idea-Collection

Systemx

Marker pieces (buttons, coins, pebbles, etc.)
Quota-CarCs*

Steps of Piay:

) Each plalzer selects an idea that he or she would rike to
implement. The ideas need not be revealed.
1.

2-\ Adventure-cards are shuffled and r_aid out face-up on
the playing area to form the playing board. The cards may
laid' out j-n any pattern that the players may desire; for
example, it may be a square, a rinear sequence or a maze-

like pattern.
3.) Players start tha game by placinq their marker pieces
on the "srART" card. rn some fashion they determine
who
goes

first.

be
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4.) Quota-carcs are drawn to determine how many spaces the
marker pieces are moved. There is no restriction as
to
forward or backr.rard motion.

5')

As a player lanss or
t,parti-c,;1-ar space, he or she rnust
respond to ti:e guestion or st.atement posed ,3a that ca:.i.
The response is recorded in ihe rdea-colr_ection system.
rf

a player should repeat a space, a cifferent response rvhich
relates to some cther espec',- *f thar- question or statenent
shoui-d be g!_'ren.

) As players tra\rel ihrouEh che gane bcard t.hey are
gathering information, recogini-zinq ne* challenqes, forrnino
6.

ideas, evaluating ideas ano desi+ning a plan of acticn fcr
il:r: inpJ-ernentation cf their icieas" lrlhen a player thinks
thaE he cr she has done enouqh pranninq to have his
or her
idea irnplernented, he or she nay (at the beginning of the
turn)state that he or she is "read.y to win,,. The prayer
must then present

his or her plan of action. The cpposr_ng
player chalrenqes that plan by askinq five questions
about
ci:e piaa. i: ;.i:j f:v'- ques;.cns are answered.
with .infornaLion or ideas gained frcnr the "adventuren, t.hrough
the
board, Lhe ptayer wins.

qame

7.) If the player is unable to ansvier any or all of those
questions regarding that plan of action with
the grathered
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information or ideas, the player must
then return to
Before the player may be "ready to
win' again, he or
must r'and on the appropri.ate spaces
in orcler to

,,START,.

she

answer gues_

tions whi-ch are relevant to'.the ones
which rvere missed.
B.) play continues until someone
wins"

Rationale:
uses an inventory of

guestions developed from the text
naterial to help implement
and gain acceptance for ideas.
The i.nherent randomness of
the gramers format provides a variety
of exercises

and chal_
lenges since no one line of questioning
may necessarily be-

prevalent. fhe competitive aspect
of the game a110r.,rs
a player to set up challenges for
the other to meet.
come

SBSSION SEVEN

This course in creativity is based upon the
creative
problem-solving process (cpsi'." periodically
through this
c'urse, students are given the opportunity
to work through
a problem of their o\^,n, using cps. session
seven is such
an opportunity' rn order not to 10se perspective
on the
serious nature of this courser gdtn€S
will not be used for
the problem run-thrcugh sessions. There
is no need to
simulate these sessions since they present
themselves as
real-life situati-ons. students are encouragred
to use
the

flow-sheets provided for session seven
in the creative
Actionbook.

SESSION EIGrI?

lhrough greater a\^rareness more alternatives

become

se\rea1ed. session Eight heris'to deepen oners awareness
through using detailed observation and shifting viewpoints"
The t'se of all the senses is also emphasi.zed. The three
gailles used in session Eight are Fact-rindinlMission Force,
t{ha'L l'$ouj-d

Sherlock Say, and Sensation.
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Name

of

Game

or Simulation,

objectives: (1) To emphasize observation
and fact_finding
as related to earlier sessions i e) ro provide
pre_
and

post-exersi-ses in visual observation,
separated by a series
of exercj-ses practicing such observation; (3)
To provide an

exercise tn using a cl:ecklist for triggering
more observa_
ti'on; ('$) ?o provide fcr discovery of the value
of detailed
observation ii: the prabSem_solving process.
Flayer crgranizatioa: f opposing teams, facilitator.
Gaming Devicesr

En:relopes (optil:naJ.)
Paper
ire.ns

trocket sunmary-card (from Creative Actionbook)
Steps of play:

I.)

Before the game, the facilitator

side of the classroom

and

stimuJ-ating environments

scouts the grounds out-

decides upon easilv located

ancl

.

2.) The facilitator

prepares directions as how to find
these
environments. To add a sense of mystery
and intrigue, these

directions mj_ght be handed to the teams j-n

"..f "a envelopes.

7T

3')

The mission of each team is to gather
as much data as
possible about its assigned environment
in a matter of x

minutes' Each team opens its. envel0pe
and proceeds to its
assigned environment to gather'data.
4') As data are r+ritten dorvn, each
bit is
numbered.

5'

)

return to headquarters by tlie specified
time.
6.) Data-lists are exchangred betrveen
teams and the faciri_
tator refers each team to the pocket
sunmary-card as a
checklist for trigrgerinq more observations.
7") rr - minutes, each team proceeds
to the other teamrs
environment to verify facts and
using the checklist, fill_in
any gaps in the data-gatheringr performed
by the other team.
8"] Teams return and compare notes.
Teams

Although differences

in the number of facts gathered

may be

evident, scoring

not be made an issue.

9') The facilitator

need

cond.ucts a post-game discussion.

Rationale:

i" a competitive
on the

garne based

fact-finding competencies of the
members of each team.
Fact-finciinq is emphasized throuqhout
the game. Pre- and postexercises are provided by sending
the teams out tlice during
the course of the simulation. practice
in using a checklist
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for triggeringl more observations
occurs in the verification
phase. The value of making detailed
observation is revealed
as teams notice the number of facts
they passed over.
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Name

of

Game

or simulaticn: what r,^Iould sherlgck

qay

Objecti're: To provide shifting viewpoints r,,rlth reqard
to
graphic i-llustrations anri to s.ituations.
Player orqanization: several teams of 4 or 5 players
each,
f

aci

l-itatcr.

Gailing

Dec,'j-ces:

- l"{aqazine or i.jelrspaper photos
- Cpaoue projector
Sieps o.i play:

i. j

;'acil-itatcr

hands each team a stinurating

pi-cture frorn

a n*gaaine cr nerrspaper.

:')

Plairers make observaticns about wha.t they see
in the
photo and make assumpticns as to ivhat various
details might
mean' For examp'e, a wj-ncloBr open in the picture
migrht indi_
cate that it rvas too hot and the people wanted
to cool the
room' or it might rnean that soneone just
cracked open a
rotten eqg and the prace had t. be aired out,
or that somebodir just ir:inped oul= of it,

or that someone jusi broke-in

to burglarize the apartrnent.
3') After ten or fifteen

minutes of making observations,

the tearns compose short one-act pJ-ays about
their pictures.
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These plays are based upon the cbservations and assumptions

that they made.
4.) These plays are presented before the totar qroup.
Opaque projector is useC to .nf.rgu the picture for the

An

t.otai group to see as a backdrop for the play.
5.

) The post-game discussion concerns the observacicn

prilcess.
Q..

"1^;.*nale:
tr'trhat

is :nplicit

l,Iould Sherl.ock Sav is

a game

of discoveringi

in a pict.ure and makinq j"t explicit

pi=;":-:: situation.

r.rhat

in a goie-

The liaire invoives usinq i:naqination in

i;:e obserratj-on process and prcvides the opportunity for
piayers tc conjeccutre "*i:ai rnignt have happenedr 3s well
",'rhat

as

:::ight yet happen.
Thi-s qaming exercise rneets the instructicnal obiecti.res

by prcv:-ding the opnortunity tc make observations about

graphic illustration

a

and then the opportunity to reconstruct

the situation thror:Eh the use of rmaqination. The infiuence

of the

Leam members

on each other encouraqes shiftinq vier,r-

points in the ccurse cf uncrrwiarincr d;t-; and scriptinq the

scen.irio. This
an awareness

game

also provices an opportunity to create

of future

consequences
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Name

of

Garne

or Simulation: Sensation

objectirre: ?o prcvide practice in qatherinq throucth a1r
the senses.
Pl-ayer Orqanization: I5 to 2n nar:ticipants, faeilitator.
Gaminq Devices:

13 fndex cards per olayer
10 samples to hear
10 samples to smell

I0 samples to taste
10 samples to touch
Steps of PIay:

1.) Items of sensory stimuli are displayerl.
2.) Players sample three items in each catesory. I.Ihire
making these observations players remain nonveri:ar.
3.) After sampling an item, players write a poetie response
for that item without aetually naming it or qiving an obvious
clue to its identity. The response is written on an index
card; on the other side of the card, players write the
of the sampled item.

nanne

4.) Completed eards are turned over to the faeilitator.
5.) The facilitator shuffles the eards and deals thern out
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descri-ption-side up to each member of the group. Trade is
permitted with other players if a player is dealt his or

her own card.
6.) Players determine from the descriptions what the
various items might be.

SinE1.

players have had the

chance

to sarnple only three out of the ten items in each group,
they are permitted to make additional observations of the
samples if necessary in order to make their determinations.

7.) Ansvrers are written on a thirteenth card.
B.)

When

players have finished making their estimations

as

to what the items were, they may check their answers,
9.

) The facilitator

conducts a post-game discussion.

Rationale:
The major senses beyond sight, which r'ras covered in

earlier exercises, are used in this game. Touch, smell,
taste and hearing are emphasized in the sampling of the
sensory items. The affective mode used in the poetic render-

ing would cause players to stretch beyond the mere cognitive

"recognition" factor in using the senses.

SESSION NINE

Session Nine provides
the student another opportunj.ty
for a total problem run_thgough
using CpS. vStudents
bqucJ,rLb
should
SnOU

refer to the fl0w-sheets
for session Nine in the
creative

Actionbook.

SESSIOT.I TE}T

Session fen studies th= aspects of change and how
one idea may be transformed or mutated intc another
idea.

rn all cases, whatever occurs to an idea results as
the
function of an idea spurring verb- Exerci-se in usinq
idea-spurring verbs in this session is provided throuqh
the

game i,{ind Bogglg.
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Name

of

Game

or Simulation: Mind Bosqle

Objective: To provide a variety of exercises in
using ideaspurring verbs for stepping up the production of
ideas.
P1ayer Organization: 2 to 6 players.
Gaming Devices:

Idea-Collection Systep*
fmaga-Cards*

Quota-Cards*
Scamper-Cards*

Steps of play:

) rhe three decks of cards are shuffred separately
placed next to each other on the playing
area.
2.) A player draws one eard from each deck.
1'

and

3')

The player appries the function of the
idea-spurring
verb on the scamper-card to the object named
on the

rmaga-

Card for the number of times indicated by
the euota_Card.
For example, if the scamper-card said

'minify,,, the

rmaga-

Card said "gutter" and the euota-Card said ,,3,,,
the player
would give three ways a gutter could be

minified in order

to

make new and

useful products.

BO

) Responses are reeorded in the fdea-Collection
5.) Players alternate turns.

4.

SYstem.

Rationale:
Mind Boggle is a game lsittg the concept of forced-

relationships as applied to idea-spurring verbs. The variety
of objects named by the Imaga-Cards in interaction with the
variety of idea-spurring verbs from the Scamper-Cards would
provide a variety of exercises called for by the objectives
for this session.
The use of Quota-Cards gives the player an oPPortunitY

to stretch their imaginations towards understandinq various
meanings of the idea-sPurring verbs.

SESSION ELEVEN

This session is designed to herp students

deveLop

their ideas through the use ^of their imaginations. rt uses
course principres as presented earlier and provides further
exercise for refining skirls. The session also takes a
closer look at the evaluation of ideas through cleepening
the understanding of criteria.

Games

used for session

Ereven are odd-Ba11. rndustry and l,thite Erephant sa1e.

l
l

I
'.t

,t

"l,t
tl

I

t
I

I
I

I
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Name

of

Game

of Simulation: Odd-8a11 fndustry

objective: To demonstrate, by practice exercises, how
seemingly wild ideas can lead to entirely new approaches,
and how imaginati.on can be'u'sed to refine and develop

these nevr approaches into effective solutions.
Prayer organization: several teams of 4 or 5 players each,
f

aci -l-itator.

Gaming Devices:

- Flipchart paper
-

Glue

I'{agazines with many pictures and advertisements

Marking pens
Scissors

(old) Telephone Book yellow

paqes

Steps of FIay:

f. ) The facilitator

evenly divides the yellow pages

amongr

the teams.

2.)

Teams have

five minutes to select an index heaCing from

their section of the Yellow Pages which suggests the wildest,
most impractical and hardest to implement idea-combination.
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The index heading is rocated in either upper left
or riqht hand cornetrs of the paqe. F,or example, one yerrcr,,r
Pages directcry
CXF.plif-C.\SKnTS

listed headinqs such as:
,

BATTiROOH_BEADS,

Lil{.tnp-:,Oq,.,itC,. pL.IT.;OO1_pOnc3rr}.1, SCCf AL-S.i.i};1,

slttri'114t,0"-TAxrcAqs and '7ATERpF-ooFrllc-i^lEAT,ilEr,.

Faqes in use do n't

list

rf the velloror

index headinss in this fashion,

use the first

anc rast headinqs on the pase as the
it=ns fcr the forced retationshi.p,

ranclorn

3.)

Teams pass their

4. )

Teams have a harf -hcur to take that wir-c and
seernincrv

seleetj_ons to other teans.

irreievant

iriea-combination and make it into a usefur prcd":ct- Duri:iq this half-hour the teams develoo
that irlea
and nake an advertisj_nq layout r^rhich l^.,ould se1l
the iclea
or procuct. to the public anc could reaiisticaily
f or a cornpanlr.
5.)

make monev

the enrl of the half-hour each tean is qi.ven the
opportuniiy to share rts creatj-on t,ith the total cTroup.
A+-

P,ationale:

Idith eacn ream cieveicpinq siiSy ideas, a spirit
of
play begins to ele'.reiop rolhich seems to encouraqe
the i:naqrna_
tion- Presenting difficur-t chaJ_renges, such as
the commercj_a1
procucts in step four, encouraqes neh, apprcaches
ancl stretch_
ing of the imagination. Many players rnay he familiar
vrith

B4

the metaphor that advertising
they are playing

tions.

a

l-s

a game. fn this simulation,

game--rvith an eye towards effective solu-
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Name

of

Game

or Simulati-on: White Elephant Sale

Objecti-ve: To prcvide exercises for deepening the understandinq of criteria,

including ways to uneover more cri-

teria, relative weights of dif.ferent criterj-a, specific
criteria within vague ones, and using criteria for idea
improvement.

Player Organization: 4 plaYers.
Gaminqr Devices:

Idea-Collection

System*

Imaga-Cards*

Steps of Play:

f. ) Players sit facing each other in a circle.
2.) Imaqa-Cards are shuffled and placed in the center of
the playing area"
3.) A player draws two Imaga-Cards and makes the personal
judqernent of,, "which object has more meaninq fotr me" or

"which has more functional value?" The pl-ayer also asks
himsel,f or hersetf why this is so. The responses are recorded in the ldea-Collection System.

4.) The player takes "ownership" of the valued object

by

placing that respective Imaga-Card in from of himself or

B6

herseli.
5.) These last two steps are repeated by each prayer until
they each have five objects of value.

6.) The rnaqa-cards seleeted.l:y each player are displayed
face-up so that ali nal see the olherst cards.

7.) Prayers nake notes about the objects the others

have

whi.ch they themselves woul-d iike.

B.) rn orderi-y fashion, players negrotiate with each other
to gain possession of thcse decirpri nl-riasls. Ilolvever,
rather than just making a plain trade-off, each player

rnust

state why he or she i+ants the other's objects; that is to

i

say, what'Jalue woul-d i+- have for hirn or her. Each ptayer

i

rnust al-so state r.rhat he or she is willing to trad.e and why

i!r

the other object is rnore important. players rnust reccqnize

ij
il

the vaiue an object has for them and what other obiects in
the qame niqht brinq the same value.

) As players gain skili in negotiating and in determining
value, they rnight engage in three- or four-sided trades.
9.

For examp3-el rf player A has sornething prayer B rvants, but

r*orthwhile for A7 they might negotiate with
player c io gain an object for A ivith a payment from B.
B has nothingr

rn this negotiatinE, pl-ayers might want to derrelop a strategy
of selling their "!,Ihite Erephants" to the others. As part
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of this strategyr a player may use the criteria that
another
player has established and make modifications
to an item in
order to satisfy that personts requirements for
a trade.
10-) Play continues until arl are satisfied with what
''^

have.

thev

''

Rationale:
An underlying trend in the question of evaruation
is

the value judgement. often, the critical criteria
come down
to, 'rlrlhat importance does it have for me?.
@
sale provides a variety of exercises which cue into
the area
of value judgements and help to deepen the understandinq
of criteria.
rn comparj-ng the different objects from the ImagaCards, players are opened up to a broad .variety
of ways to
uncover more criteria

thrclugh the wide variety of attributes

available in the diverse objects. Each object presents
a
different guality everytime it is compared to
another object.
The notion of having to d.ecide on one object
over another
provides exercises in choosingr the relative
weigrhts of dif-

ferent criteria.
Through the i.nteraction players have in
tryinq to se1l
their "White Elephants,,, players are able to deeide

specific
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criteria within vagiue ones. practice in using criteria
for idea-inrprovement is provided as a player may
have to
modify an object in order to meet the requirements
of a
trade

I

SESSfOI,j TI.,IELVE

This sessi-on pror"'ides ,,nother opportunity
for the
stucient to do a total probiem
run-thrcugh usiagr cps. Far
this session, students shour-d refer
to the f10w-sheets for
Session Trvelve in the Creati..ue
Actionbook.

SESSIO}I TFITRTEEN

session Thirteen provides additionar exercises in
the formuration of ideas. A t,echnique which is stressed.

is the morphological or matrix approach; this is facilitate<l
through the game Morphological Battleshj_p.
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Name

of

Game

Objective:

or Simulation: t'Iorpholcgical Battleship

provide practice in morphological
or matrix
approaches to idea-findinq.
To

Player Organization: 2 to 4 players.
Garning Devices:

Challenge-Carcls *

iCea-Coll_ection Sysiep*
fmaga-Cards*

Steps of play:
1")

Players deal oui imaga_Cards, face_clown,
in a te:i i:y ten
matrix and then turn over ali the cards
of anv two adj acent
sides'

These a<ljacent sides becone the
horizonrai and vertical
axes. The corner card at their intersection
is discarded from
p1ay.

2'') rn private, each player makes a
random selection of ten
cards from amongf those which are sti1l
face-down and lists
the rmaga-card headings from that selection.
The cards are

returned face-down to the matrix.
3') After air ihe prayers have r:iacie

private lists are

macle

public.

rheir selections, the

The items on those rists

represent points to he scored durinq
the game. Since

an
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item might appear on more than one list,
a person might
score more than one point for an item.
4') rn order to scorer a player trys
to discover where the
items in the other playerrs'.rist are placed
within the matrix.
To dj-scover these positions, the player
calls out t.he co_
ordinates of a selected card by griving
the respective names
of the rmaqra-carcrs that comprise the horizontal
and vertical
axes' upon calling out those rmaga-card,s,
the player must
then describe a forced rer ationship
hetween those two head_
ings. ?he response is recorded in the
rdea-collection system.
5') The prayer may then turn that selected
card over to di.s_
cover if he or she sccred a point,

6.) ff a player has scored a point,
the player nray check
the name of that item off the lists
on which it appears. A
player becomes eliminate<r frcm pLay
if all the items on his
or her list become checked off.
7 ')
cards played remain face-up to help
in the elimination
process.

B')

Game encls when

all but one player

becomes eliminated.

) Modification: A different twist to
the grame may be
introduced with challenge-cards. prayers
make their selecti_on
of the co-ordinates, draw a challenge-card
and then make their
forced relationship relevent
to a chalrenge that may be
9'

q3

suggested by the char-lenge-card
headinq.
Rational_e:

," based upon the use of a
matrix. This game provides practice
exereises in the mor_
phol0giical 0r matrix approach
to idea-finding by offering
a variety of l0ading factors each
time the game is played.
This exercise calls for the means
being translated
into a relevant end' ?he modification,
step nine, calls
for a relevant end demanding original
means.
Although the objective doesn,t
eaIl for it, the
facir-itator shour-d make students
aware of how to use a
norphol0gical 0r matr:-x approach
for idea-findinqr, with
either attributes or ,,trvho, what, where,
when, why ancl how,,,
as l0ading factors. This technique

in the texts.

is more ful'y describecl

SESSTON FOURTEEN

This is another session which involves a total
problem run-through using cps.... onee again, students
are
asked to refer to the flow sheets provided for the session

in the Creative Actionbook.

I

SESSION FTFTEEN

Session Fifteen concludes the basic course

creativity.

on

The lesson ca113',for using all the course

principles and applyina them towards making rapid decisions
with a creative attitude. oyster Bed provides the gaming
exercise for this session.

Name

of

Game

or Simulation: Oyster

Bed

Objective: To provide practice in the application of the
creative problem-solving prineiples to the

rnaking

of rapid

decisions.

Player Organization:

3

opposing teams, facilitator.

Gaming Devices:

- Larqre index cards
Steps of Play:
1.

) Facilitator gives examples of situations where a rapid

decision had to be made and takes players through a ten
minute and a three minute practice exercise to illustrate

the feve-step process as used in rapid decision making.

Ite

or she may rvant to refer to the session notes in Appendix G
of the Guide to Creative Action.
2.) Each team brainstorms for twenty minutes or!, "problems
which necessitate a rapid decision. "
3.) In ten minutes, each team selects up to one-hundred of
the "best" problems resulting from the brainstorming session.
These problems are r,^rrirten

4.)

Teams

ontc the l_arqe index cards.

trade their index cards. (a to B, B to C, C to

5.) Each team has fifteen minutes to solve as

many

of the

A)
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other teamrs problem as they can using the five step process
in the rapid fire way. The solutions are written onto the
correspondingr index card.

6.)

Teams trade j-rrlex cards

again in the

7.)

Solutions to the other

tedmf

same

pattern.

s problerns are rated ac-

cording to whether or not they solved the problems, were

creative and used the five-step process.
B.

) ResuLts are tailied and presented before the total

group.

9.) The facilitator

conducts a post-same discussion

as

to what the resurts might mean, how the group reacted towards
the

game and which

of the five steps provided insight into

the creativity of the solutions.
Rationale:
The concept of this game grrew out of a metaphor

created by t.he Pearl-Diving Example in the session notes

for Session Fifteen in the Guide to Creative Action.
The game provides opportunities for rapid decisionmaking by requiring the serection of challenging problems
and solving a large number of these problems, both under

severe time constraints.

The aspect of competition brings

out that the game is not just a race against the cIock,
but a contest to compare the abirity to make,.pia decisions.

APPENDIX A
GAIVII},IG DEVICES

Each of the games or simulit.ions used in this thesis

requires certain

graming

devices in order to play the strat-

egies intended. These gaming devices are either specialized
or non-specialized. The non-specialized graming devices are

familiar objects that are easily recognized and obtainable'
The specialized gaming devices are not so familiar'
Thespecializedgamingdevicesweredevelopedspecifically for this thesis. Though they are rather simpie in
design, facilitators should familiarize themselves with these
devices in order to optimj-ze their effectiveness.
The follovring catalogr represents Lhe games or simulations cleveloped for this thesis along rvith a listing of

thegamingdeviceseachuses.Thespecializeddevicesused
throughout the games are rnarkecl r^rith an asterisk (*) following
their narne. A description of these specialized devices
follows the catalog. The description for the materials used
in l"ieedpatch {session onei is included in the instructions
for that

game.
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Gaming Device Catalog
Gaming Devi.ces used

in Session

One

. .page

22

Chairs (enough for each*p3rticipant
Hallway (to simulate airliner)

I

Movie

Movie projector
Movie screen
Name

Bingro (Exercise 1., from Creative
Actionlook)

Paper

Pencils

Public-Address system
Refreshments

Weedpatch.

.
'a.a

.page

2G

-tr{eedpatch Game Kit, includes:

- Growth Bulbs*
Idea Flags*

-

Messboard*

Problem Flags*
Quota Cards*

FaceOff..

....
- Flipchart*

- euota-Cards*

page

33
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Gaming Devices used

in Session

The Problem-Empathy Sculpture

Two

Game.

.a

page

36

- Challenqe-Cards*
- F1iPchart*
Gaming Devices used

Future Janus.

in Session Three

.

Flipchart*
Simulated courtroom
Arbitration.......o.

.page 46

B Chairs

- Flipchart*
- Long tabl-e
page

- Chess set
fdea-Collection

System*

.......page51
Imaga-Cards*

Index cards

- Paper (Iegal-pad size)

49

L0I
Gaming Devices used

in Session Four

The Game of Ahhat.

.page

O.a.aaa,

fdea-ColIection

55

S\tqfartrx

fmage-Cards*

Quota-Cards*

fn ltlhat

trnlays

Might I. .

. . .

.

page

57

Challenge-Cards*

Idea-Collection

Systern*

fmaga-Cards*
Gaming Devices used in Session Five

TheOneandOnly..

.,

..

. . . page60

- Flipchart*

Matrix Evaluation Forrn (page 41 of Creative
Actionbook)

- Pedestal
- Trio cif different objects in the same category
for each team (see game description)
Garning

Devices used in Session Six

The Adventure__of Super plan.

- Adventure-Cards*
fdea-Collection

System*

.a

.page

65

L02

Marker pieces (buttons, coins, pebbles, etc.

)

Quota-Cards*
Gaming Devices used

in Session Seven

Problem Run-Through: Use f1o# sheets in the Creative
Actionbook.
Gaming Devices used

in Session Eight

Fact-Finding Mission Force.

. .page

70

- Envelopes (optional)
Paper
Pens

Pocket summary-card (from Creative Actionbook)
What

llould Sherlock Say. .
- Magazine or Newspaper photos
- Opaque projector

13 index cards per player

I0 samples to hear
10 samples to smell

I0 samples to taste
l0 samples to touch

. .page

73

.page

75
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in Session Nine

Gaming Devices used

Problem Run-Through: Use flow sheets in the Creative
Actionbook.

in Sess*ion Ten

Gaming Devices used

MindBoggle......

o'

.page

79

Idea-Collection System*
Imaga-Cards*

- Quota-Cards*
Scamper-Cards*
Gaming Devices used

in Session Eleven

Odd-BalIfndustry...e.......pageBz
- Flipchart paper
- Glue
- l,tagazines with

many

pictures and advertisements

- l"tarking pens
- Scissors
(old) Telephone Book yellow
WhiteElephantSale..
Idea-Collection
Imaga-Cards*

pages

..
System*

..pageg5

I04
Gaming Devices used

in Session Twelve

Problem Run-Through: Use flow sheets in the Creative
Actionbook.
Gaming Devices used

in Sess'ion Thirteen

Morphological Battleship. . o . . . . .

- Challen9e-Cards* (optional, step
Idea-Collection System*

page 91
9)

Imaga-Cards*
Gaming Devices used

in Session Fourteen

Problem Run-Through: Use flow sheets in the Creative
Acti-onbook.

Gaming Devices used

in Session Fifteen

OysterBed..
- Large index cards

..

page

96

10s

Specialized Gaming Devices:

f. Card Game Kit, includes:
- Adventure-Cards.
- Challenqe-Cards.

page

a.

page 106

!a

Imaga-Cards.r.rr

- Quota-Cards.

If.
Ilf.

Flipchart.

o

paqe 108

.

Scamper-Cards.

page
.

.

Idea-Collection

106

111

page 11I

.paqe l]-2

System..

.

paqe

11.3
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I.

Card

Game

Kit:

The use of these cards in the games of this thesis

provides a tacit stimulus for interactian betvreen prayers.
They can be made from any card-Iike material such as mani-

la file-fol-ders.

Five types of cards were de,reloped as

gaming Cevices for this thesisr they include: Adventure-

cards' challengre-cards, rmaga-cards, euota-cards and
scamper-cards. The content and use of each type of card
is described in the following pages.
- Adventure-Cards:
These cards provide an i-nventory

of greneral coneerns

a pJ-ayer might have regarding rvhat to do about an idea.

on

each Adventure-card is a stat.ement rn respect t.o either evar-

uation, implementation or the idea*spur:ring questions. The
infcrmation used on Adventure-cards may be ad.apted from both
Exercise 65 and the pocket-summary card from the creative
Actionbook.

Inciuded in each decl< of Adveniure-Cards should

be a "START" card
ChaI lenqe-Cards

:

These cards suggest topics aroun<l which the player is

to structure a relevant challenge. rt is the player's

own

background which determines what his or her challenge is
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golng to be for a given challenge-card heading.
To g5.ve
the player input as to what rnight appear on challenge-cards,

the developer suggests that the facilitator brainstorms with
the class at the beginning of the semester about problems,
cl:arlenges and concerns they might have. This brainstorming
establishes topi-cs for the chailenge-card headings.

rn this

wdy, playing games with the challenge-cards may have
more
meaninq since a prayer would have input as the probr-ems
are
worked on through the semester. There would seem
to be

personal investment in playing such a

a

gfame.

The forlowing represents such a brainstormed listing
of challenge areas which may be used on challenge-cards.

This list was used by the deveroper in designing these qames;
it also is a spin-off of the rist sugiges.ting problems
and
challenges found in Exercise Z of th*
@,
academics, air traffic control, animars,
appearance, autumn,
blankets, boredom, broken grass, eandles, car or
transporta-

tion, career, checking aecounts, churchr clothiirg,
coat
hangersr const.uction, creature comforts, crusades,
dead fish,
dress forms, environment, exerci-se, family,
famine , fiq newtons,
finances, footwear, French pasteries, friends,
friendships,
furniture, g'overnment, grades, hard boiled
eggs, hobbies

and

leisure time, Holy wars, hopes and desires, hduse,
house plants,
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rndian tapestries, imprusiveness, job responsibirities,
knowledge, libraries, lightning, the loca1 pub, madmen,
manrs inhumanity to man, money, musicr neighbors,
o'd

ladies, paint, parking 1ots, patehes, personali'y, pillows,
plans and goals, politicsr"pollution,
pot holes, poverty,
promotion, psychological healthr rddar traps,
radios, rapid
transitr !€rw sel/age, record, cabinets, reformation, safety,

salvation, screening, school, sex, sidewalks, shampoo
bottles' shopping carts, snoltr removal, sleep, sociar life,
spring, stairwdys, storage, storagie space, sunmer, tele_
phones, television, terrorist

tooth pasten traffic

groups, text books, toors,
lights, typewriters, wealth, wind,ows,

winter, works of art.
- Imaga-Cards (pronounced j_'maj_i)

:

The primary function of rmaga-cards is to provide

reference objects for making forced rerationships. These
objects are rather si.mple objects and. should be within

the

realm of most people's experience. They were devel0ped
from the basic rist contained in Exercise 25 from
the

Creative Actionbook. fn extending the list, this developer
researched chirdren's literature to find objects that
wourd
appear familiar-

The names for those selected items appear
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on the cards. The use of the name, rather
than an imaqe,
was preferred by the developer in order
to allow more
arabiguitir in interpretation.
The following l-ist

"or,a.irru the names of objeets

as originally devel0ped f or rnaga-carcis. one
na*ie appears
per card: air hcse, apple, apron, armadillo,
arrow, ashtray,
baby, bacon, bait, bal1, bandage, barometer,
basket, batteries, bead, beans, bear, bed, beehive, beet.!e,
be.l1,

be.!t.,

bicycle, binoculars, bird caqe, blanket, brender,
block,
boLt, book, bookbag, bottle, box, brace, branch,
brick hod,
bridge, broom, brush, bucket, buckles, bulletin
board, buoy,
bureau, button, calendar, canera, candles,
candy, can opener,
car, caravan' carpenterrs revel, ca.erpillar
tractor, cereal,
chain, chair, chimney, clarinet, clock,.coffee,
coffee pot,
coin, colander, comb, compass, eonputers, cookbook,
couErh

syrup' counter, crane' cream, crocodile, crow.
crumb, cupboard,
curt,ains, cymbals, daisies, desk, dish,
dish hop, docks,
donkey' door, doormat, double bass, drinking
trouqh, dust,
eggs' e99 beater, electrrcal outlet, erectric
dri11, erevator,
engine, envelope, face cream, faueet,
feather, fence, fertilizer
fish, flaqr, flashliqht, florver
Fot, fork, frog, fuel truck,
gantryr gate' gliderr gl0vesr goalr gongr
gredse, greenhouse,

qri11, gutter, hairbrush, hammer,
harmoniea, harp,

hedge,
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helmet, hoe, hood, hook, house, ice skates, iron, jack,
jetty, junper, kangaroo, ketchupr kettle, key,
kite,
knife, ladder, ladle, 1amp, lamp post, lawn, Iawnmower,
leaf, letters, lighthouser'..lint, lion, litter basket,
mailbaqr, mai.lbox, mailman, marbles, metronome. mice,
microphone, milk, milk cans, milkman, milktruck,

mirror,

mixing bowl, money drawer, moths, rnosguitoes, napkin,
nailr
newsboy, notebook, oar, oboer oil, oil cans,
'€t,
oi1 tanker, old shoe, ostrich, pajamas, palacer papet
hat,
paper clipr paEcel, parachute, pebbler pedrrutr p€rl,
pencil,

penknife, perfume, piancs, picoolo, picture, piggy
bank,
pillow, pirls, pin cushion, plate, plaster, pleasure

boat,

pocketr pod, pole, policeman, polish, potato, pyramid,
queen, radiator, rainbarrel, rainbow, raisin,
rake, Tazor,
recorder, refrigeratorr rock pool, roof, rowboat, runway,
ruler, safety Pin, sai1, salt shaker, sandcastle,

saucepan,

saxophone, scale, scarf, scissors, screw, screwdriver,
sea
horsesr s€Er weed, sewer grating, sewingi machine, shelI,

shoe, shoelace, shoppingr basket, shopping tist,

shovel,

sidelight, si'o, sink, sled, slide, slippers, smoker
sroke
stackr soap powder, socks, soft drink, solcliers, soup
flask,
space helmet, spade, spats, spinning top,
spool spoon,
spotlight, stampr stars, steamrolrer, stoor. stove,
suitcases,

I
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sunr sweater' swing, table, talcum Powder' tape' tape
measure, tar, taxi, technician, telephone booth' tentt
thermometer, thimbles, thread, thumbtack, tile,

toadstools,

toast, tool bench, toothbrush, ircrotelr tow truck, train,
trash, trash basket, trash can, trampoline, tray' tricycle'
trunk, trumpet, turban, TV screen, umbrella' underpants'
undershift, Vacuum cleaner' van, VaSe, ViOlin, wallpaPefr
washbasin, wastebasket, weather, wheel, wheelbarrow, whistle,
wicket, windmill, window, windshield wipers' windsock' wine
glass, wing, witch, wooden spoon, wreckt wrench' \"/riting
counterr xyloPhone, YoYo, ziPPer'

- Quota-Cards
Ingeneral,thesecardsprovidearandomchallenge
of between one to five responses for eaih gaming situation
in whlch they are used. As developed for the thesis' Quotacards come in a deck of eighty cards. The values of the
cards rangfe from one through five.

There are sixteen cards

per value. The deck is evenly divided between the two suits

of red and blue.
ScamPer-Cards

Scamper-Cards Provide the stimulus

of idea-sPurring

verbs. The function of the verb may be aPPIied in irrteraction
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vrith the headings listed on other cards from the card Game
Kit. For examPle, the Scamper-Card heading of ,,minify,,
as applied in interaction with the rmaga-card heading of
"litter basketn might suggest a desk-top receptabre for
waste paper.

"

Each of the idea-spurring verbs found in the list

from Exercise 83 of th"
@
times to create a deck of forty-five

was used five

cards. The verbs from

that exercise are: put to Other Uses, Adapt, Modify, Magnify,
Minify, Substitute, Rearrange, Reverse and Combine.
rI. Flitr;chart:
Flipchart consists of a fr-at upright surface vrhich
is, or to which may be applied, a covering that serves as
a
The

of display for the visual recording of thoughts or
ideas. Typically in Creative Studies, this system has been

medium

represented by a rarge upright frame to which rarge sheets
of paper are attached. Broad-tipped fel_t marking pens
are

used for recording- Another representation of thls system
is a chalkboard with chark. The essence of the Fripchart

is the ability to openl-y and almost immed.iately record
display a groupfs interaction.

and

r t-3

Iff.

Idea-Collection

System:

lhe rdea-collection slstem invorves a method of
collecting ideas which allows these ideas to be readily
accessible for reference and imprarnentation. one sort of
rdea-collection system which has been encourased in
Creative Studies is an easily portabl_e notepad and pen.
The essence of this system is that it should enable one

using it to capture an idea whenever it occurs.
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